
GT	July	Enrichment	

Parents/Guardians,		

These	ELA	&	Math	resources	will	enrich	and	add	depth	to	the	thinking	of	your	GT	

student	through	the	summer	because	they	encourage:		

•	Multiple	pathways	for	solutions�

•	Analysis	of	word	relationships	and	letters	within	words		

•	Backwards	thinking	(What	doesn’t	belong?)��

•	Analogies��

•	Logic��

•	Creativity��

•	Student	choice�	

• Multi-step	problems	�	

• Ranking	(requiring	analyzation)	�	

• Analyzation	of	different	number	combinations	to	arrive	at	answers	�	

• Error	analysis	�	

Until	next	time,		
	
Your	GT	Coach		



Study the shapes in equations 1–6.
Each shape has only one match in the
number grids. Use the shapes to fill in
the missing numbers in the equations.
Solve each number sentence. Check
your answers against the scrambled
answers in the Answer Box.

1. ( x          ) ÷ ( –         ) =     
————

2. ( x          ) ÷ ( –         ) =     
————

3. ( x          ) ÷ ( –         ) =     
————

4. ( x          ) ÷ ( –         ) =     
————

5. ( x          ) ÷ ( –         ) =     
————

6. ( x          ) ÷ ( –          ) =     
————

A N S W E R  B O X

3 9 4  r 4 5 0 7 4 6 1  r 4

7 6 8 5 5 0 1 9 2

4 2 2  r 2 3 5  r 4 0 1 3 2 3
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Name____________________________________  Date _______

Shapely Math #1
Addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and 
division review

M I X E D  P R A C T I C E

63 87 35

48 22 74

57 91 46

97
75

44
39

24 68
84 32

57

44 68
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Study the shapes in equations 1–6.   Each shape has
only one match in the number grids. Use the shapes
to fill in the missing numbers in the equations. Solve
each number sentence. Check your answers against
the scrambled answers in the Answer Box.

1. ( –          ) + ( –           ) =

2. ( –          ) + ( –           ) =

3. ( –          ) + ( –           ) =

4. ( –          ) + ( –           ) =

5. ( –          ) + ( –           ) =

6. ( –          ) + ( –           ) =

A N S W E R  B O X

5 9 3 . 6 6 9 . 3 9 5 3 . 9 2 6

1 6 . 0 3 0 . 4 9 1 1 . 3 4

1 . 6 6 5 1 8 . 6 6 3 3 . 4 7

41

Name______________________________________  Date _________

Shapely Math #2

66 6.38 .007

4.3 84.1 .407

35.4 4.01 6.7

24.9
.072

8.3

99.1

7.7 5.2

948 6.34
6.01

Order of operations

D E C I M A L S

4.01 35.4
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Meanie Genie

The Meanie Genie grants three wishes, but only to students
who know their math—including the correct order of
operations. Anyone who gets the math correct in Genie’s
math challenge will receive ALL his or her wishes. Anyone
who gets even one equation wrong receives NO wishes!
Check each person’s math, and circle yes or 
no to show which students’ wishes will be
granted. We’ve done the first one for you.

1. Darrel

Meanie Genie explains: ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

2. Jake

Meanie Genie explains: ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

3. Cecilia

Meanie Genie explains: ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

4. Daniela

Meanie Genie explains: ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

Date _______________________________

Name ______________________________________________________________________

19

Order of Operations

Genie’s challenge Equals Darrel’s wishes: YES or NO? 
45 – 36 – 8 = 1 new bike 
3 x 16 ÷ 6 ÷ 4 = 2 world peace
19 – 10 + 3 = 12 sunshine every day 

Genie’s challenge Equals Jake’s wishes: YES or NO? 
65 ÷ 13 – 4 = 1 catch a ball in a baseball stadium
8 x 3 ÷ 12 = 2 tacos for lunch every day
6 + 5 + 3 – 11 = 3 go inside a space shuttle 

Genie’s challenge Equals Cecilia’s wishes: YES or NO? 
1 x 1 x 0 = 0 new dress
4 ÷ 4 + 0 + 1 = 2 no puppies without homes
30 – 10 ÷ 2 = 5 ice cream shop opens on her street  

Genie’s challenge Equals Daniela’s wishes: YES or NO? 
36 ÷ 4 + 1– 9 = 1 visit a movie set
100 ÷ 5 x 2 – 8 = 2 see her name in the newspaper
3 + 4 + 8 ÷ 2 = 11 new car for her parents 

Order of operations is important.
Do multiplication first, then division,

next addition, and finally subtraction!
TIP

Darrel gets no wishes granted because
he got one wrong! (The third equation should equal 6.)
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Date _______________________________

Name ______________________________________________________________________

35

Exponents

A B

1. 4
2

16

2. 6 216

3. 8 64

4. 9 729

5. 2 68

6. 4 256

7. 3 2,187

8. 11 14,641

9. 25 15,625 

10. 47 103,823

Little Number, BIG Impact

A shortcut for writing 2 x 2 x 2 is 23. 
The number that is written above and to 
the right of another number is called an 
exponent. Insert an exponent to the right 
of each number in column A so that it 
equals the number in column B. 
We’ve done the first one for you.
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Balloon Journey

The helium-filled balloons listed below
just landed in your yard. How many
miles did they travel to get there? Do the
math and find out. Then circle the color
of the balloon that traveled the farthest.
We’ve done the first one for you.

Date _______________________________

Name ______________________________________________________________________

41

Multiplying Fractions

Color of 
balloon Distance traveled Total miles

1. red traveled 440 miles over land 
plus  58 as many miles over water    

2. yellow traveled 580 miles over water 
plus  34 as many miles over land   

3. purple traveled 234 miles over land plus 
 2
3 as many miles over water   

4. green traveled 702 miles over land plus 
 7
9 as many miles over water   

5. orange traveled 693 miles over water plus 
 6
7 as many miles over land   

6. blue traveled 714 miles over land plus 
 1
6 as many miles over water   

7. white traveled 820 miles over water plus 
 4
5 as many miles over land   

8. black traveled 368 miles over land plus 
 7
8 as many miles over water 

9. pink traveled 125 miles over land plus 
 2
5 as many miles over water 

10. silver traveled 600 miles over land plus 
 1
6 as many miles over water 

440 x  5
8 = 275 

440 + 275 = 715 miles 
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Everything Must Go!

The Velocity Vulture Appliance Store is
having a big sale. Prices on all items are
being reduced in an unusual way. Read
the sale terms listed below and then
calculate the new price of each item. If
an item number is divisible by more
than one number, choose the bigger
percentage. We’ve done the first one for
you.

Sale terms: Every item whose model number is evenly divisible by:

12 or 14, is on sale 25% off 20 or 22, is on sale 30% off

13 or 15, is on sale 20% off 27 or 29, is on sale 15% off

Date _______________________________

Name ______________________________________________________________________

45

Percents and Discounts

Price Evenly 
Item/model number before sale divisible by Price after sale  

1. Pro Chopper 880 $600 

2. Deluxe Dishwasher 1160 $500 

3. Golden Knight 896 $700

4. Quickmaster 1200 $650

5. Great Chef  720 $800

6. Wash ’N Clean 1566 $480

7. Dry ’N White 1400 $400

8. Below Zero  962 $975

20 and 22 (on 
sale 30% off)

$420 
($600 x .30 = $180;
$600 – 180 = $420)

Which item is least expensive after the discount? ___________________________________
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Date _______________________________

Name ______________________________________________________________________

48

Divis ion

Student Milk money Item wants How many days until he/she
per day to buy Cost can afford the item?

1. Sue $0.25 book $5.65 

2. Jacob $0.80 jump rope $10.95 

3. Louis $0.35 clock radio $17.50 

4. Molly $0.40
magazine 

$20.00 subscription

5. Ralph $0.25 book bag $26.47 

6. Rosita $0.50 scooter $59.99 

7. Tyrone $0.75 hit CD $15.75 

8. Karen $0.30 winter jacket $65.00 

23 days 
$5.65 ÷ .25 = 22 R 15

Milk Money

The Early Bird Elementary School made a
strange investment—a real cow! Now students
can get milk at no charge (if the cow is in a
good mood, that is!). The students below plan
to take advantage of the milk money savings.
Look at how much they spent each day on milk,
what they want to buy, and the cost of that
item. Set up an equation that will tell them how many days they’ll have to save
until they can afford the item next to their name. We’ve done the first one for you.

It’s okay if the equation isn’t exactly the cost of the item they want to buy, 
it just has to be enough.TIP
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Find Your Way Out

It all started with Hansel and Gretel dropping
bread crumbs on their path through the forest
to find their way out. Since then, others have
used various (natural or biodegradable) items
instead of bread crumbs to do the same. If
the forest explorers below drop one item every
50 meters, will they have enough to find their
way out? You’ll need to know the metric
system to find out. Do the math, then write
yes or no in the chart below.

The explorers won’t drop an item at the very 
start or at the very end of their path.TIP

Date _______________________________

Name ______________________________________________________________________

50

Measurement Equivalents

How many How far will
Forest What does does he/she he/she Will he/she

explorer he/she drop? have? walk? have enough?

1. Jesse corn kernels 75 3 kilometers 

2. Warner pine cones 30 2 km 

3. Mara cotton balls 65 2.5 km 

4. Brianne peanut shells 40 1 km 

5. Sylvia big acorns 75 4 km 

6. Tomas popcorn kernels 100 7 km 

7. Alex daisies 25 1.25 km 

8. Jud index cards 50 2.75 km

9. Nathan sunflower seeds 20 1.5 km

10. Livia shells 40 3.5 km
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Date _______________

Name _______________________________________________________________  

11

Jumbled and Incomplete

Each group contains three jumbled words, but each jumbled word is missing
one letter. In fact, all the words in a group are missing the same letter. 
Use the clues to figure out that missing letter, add it to each jumble, and
unscramble the words. The first one is done for you.

JUMBLED CLUES LETTER TO ADD UNSCRAMBLED
WORDS TO EACH WORD WORDS

dana, ciner, type of bear, royal son, P panda, prince,
zerelt knotted bread snack pretzel
mare, zilzer, story while sleeping, 
staint light rain, far away    
bleg, brawin, miniature model of the 
nerujy  Earth, multi-colored arc of 

light, trip

chea, vear, sandy land near sea, 
noirg courageous, dull

lkm, trenw, white drink, cold season, 
leccyb two-wheeled vehicle

tome, roart, a bright heavenly body 
raterue with a long tail of light, 

orange vegetable, animal

koe, gleun, short funny story or 
gelgu prank, hot climate with 

lots of plants and animals, 
toss and keep several 
objects in the air at once

orc, seran, black bird, respond to 
psierh question, talk softly   

U S I N G  C L U E S  TO  I D E N T I F Y W O R D S

YOUR TURN
Create a word jumble of your own, with clues, like the ones above. Test it
on your classmates to see if they can figure it out. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Date _______________

Name _______________________________________________________________  

19

Change Is in the Air

Each sentence below contains a boldface word and a missing word. To figure 
out the missing word, you’ll need to look at the context of the words around 
it and change some letters in the
boldface word. The numbers in
parentheses indicate how many 
letters must change to get the correct
answer. The tips will help you out, too.
We’ve done the first one for you.

1. I lost my bike lock because I always have bad ____________. (1)

2. My horse is very well behaved, but my parents still won’t let me bring him 

in the ____________. (1)

3. It’s easy to see the moon at midnight, but not so easy at ____________. (1)

4. Whoever is not the winner has to cook ____________ for the rest of us. (1)

5. People might stare if you walk down the sidewalk ____________ instead of 

facing forward. (2)

6. The waves crashed onto the deck of the sloop with such force they

____________ out some of the boat’s windows. (2)

7. Can you see a shadow reflected in a ____________? (3)

8. The crook snuck into the library and took the rare and valuable ____________. (1)

9. That puzzle is so hard that it took six ____________ working together to 

finish it. (3)

10. Coming to school with stripes painted on your face is indeed a bit 

____________. (4)

11. When the hen saw the fox in the distance she got so scared she ran straight

into the wire mesh ____________ for safety. (1)

12. When the neighbor came to return our lost cat, my mother fetched the

____________ money from her dresser. (4)

C O N T E X T C L U E S

HELPFUL TIPS:
* Each new word has the same number of

letters as the original word.
* Letters are not rearranged but rather

replaced with other letters.
* The words don’t have to rhyme, but they might.

YOUR TURN
Write a sentence with a missing word and a boldface word like the ones
above. See if your classmates can figure it out by changing the number of
letters you’ve indicated inside the parentheses.

luck
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One Word, Two Words

Each compound word below is followed by a list 
of four more words. Each of those four words is
associated with either the first or the second word
in the compound word. They can be a type of one
of the words, a part of one of them, or a synonym for one of them.  
Write which each is in the chart below. We’ve done the first one for you.

break fast

breakfast: rift, breakneck,
breakneck, rift, rupture, rash rupture rash

light house

lighthouse:

abode, luminous, spectrum, domicile

gold fish

goldfish:

bullion, karat, cod, grouper

flower pot

flowerpot:

orchid, cauldron, kettle, geranium

bed rock

bedrock:

slate, obsidian, trundle, futon

red head

redhead:

cranium, crimson, noggin, rouge

play mate

playmate: 

frolic, partner, romp, associate

under take

undertake: 

get, beneath, subterranean, secure

Date _______________

Name _______________________________________________________________  

22

O R G A N I Z I N G  W O R D S
B Y T H E I R  M E A N I N G

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Earth, Wind, and Fire

Each word below is associated with one of the four elements: air, earth, fire, 
or water. The elements are represented by four icons below. Draw a line from
the word to its most appropriate icon.

WORDS ELEMENTS

1. topsoil

2. inferno  

3. tide  

4. cultivate  

5. cloud  

6. combustible  

7. dew  

8. oxygen  

9. atmosphere  

10. ember  

11. condensation  

12. arid  

13. altitude  

14. molten  

15. crust  

Date _______________

Name _______________________________________________________________  

30

C O N T E N T- A R E A V O C A B U L A R Y

YOUR TURN
Think of three more words associated with air, earth, fire, or water. 
Ask your classmates to think of the meaning of each word and name its
most appropriate element.

Air

Earth

Fire

Water
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Word Works

Each letter or group of letters is missing either the prefix “ex-,” or “com-,” or
the suffix “-ence,” or “-ic” to make it a real word. Your job is to figure out
which prefix or suffix works best. Write the word formed and its meaning in
the space provided. There is only one correct answer for each. You may use a
dictionary to check your answers.

Examples:
bat ➜ adding “com-” to the front makes it “combat”
histor ➜ adding “-ic” at the end makes it “historic”

LETTERS
EX-, COM-, WORD 

MEANING?
-ENCE, OR -IC? FORMED

1. fort       

2. poet     

3. viol     

4. it        

5. publ        

6. bine        

7. abs       

8. haust     

9. ceed       

Date _______________

Name _______________________________________________________________  

46

P R E F I X E S  A N D  S U F F I X E S

YOUR TURN
Look at the words formed and their definitions above, then take a guess at
the meanings of the suffixes or prefixes used with them. Use a dictionary
to check your guess.

ex- ______________________________________

com- ______________________________________

-ence ______________________________________

-ic ______________________________________

Activities for Fast Finishers: Vocabulary © Marc Tyler Nobleman, Scholastic Teaching Resources



Places Trading

Each sentence below has a word that has traded places with a word in another
sentence. To correct the error, you’ll need to circle the word in each sentence
that doesn’t belong. Then, figure out which two sentences can trade circled
words so they make sense. Rewrite each sentence with the correct word in its
place on the blanks below. We’ve done the first one for you.

1. One of the lions escaped from the zoo but he was splattered safely last night.

____________________________________________________
2. I always drink a glass of pizza before I go to bed at night.

__________________________________________________________________

3. The waiting room at the doctor’s office is filled with old branches.  

__________________________________________________________________

4. She got new sneakers this weekend, but by Monday they were already

caught in mud. _____________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

5. After the storm, we saw lots of broken magazines around the city. 

__________________________________________________________________

6. On a long trip it’s nice to have a good telescope to read.

__________________________________________________________________

7. Every time I have the show to eat chocolate, I try to resist and have a carrot

stick instead. ______________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

8. He had never seen a meteor shower and was looking forward to seeing one

through the book. __________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

9. Some of the students brought in their favorite toys for urge and tell.

__________________________________________________________________

10. After winning the state softball championship, the team decided to have a

victory celebration at the local water parlor. ____________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Date _______________

Name _______________________________________________________________  

20

R E C O G N I Z I N G  C O R R E C T
W O R D  O R D E R

One of the lions escaped from the zoo but he was caught safely last night.

She got new sneakers this weekend, but by Monday
they were already splattered in mud.
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Turn! Run! Break! Fly!

Each verb in boldface below is accompanied by a
group of words in a chart. The first column of
words in the chart are prepositions and the 
second column are nouns. Draw a line
between the prepositions and nouns to make a pair that will make sense with
the verb. The first one is done for you.

1. turn ________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

2. run ________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

3. break ________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

4. fly ________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

Date _______________

Name _______________________________________________________________  

22

P R E P O S I T I O N A L P H R A S E S

on blanket

up shower

over driveway

into volume 

through mistake

over choices

up nails  

across stairs 

into    ice 

down    mob 

up    laughter  

through    wall  

off     style  

in     sunset  

into     handle 

by      night  

on shower
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Date _______________

Name _______________________________________________________________  

27

Strange Spelling Bee

This year, the Norton Elementary School spelling bee is featuring
some of the hardest words to spell. Each student spelled each word
wrong by at least one letter. How soon were the words spelled wrong?
Rank them from 1 (mistake in the first letter) to 12 (mistake in the twelfth 
letter). We’ve done the first one for you.

INCORRECTLY CORRECTLY
1ST LETTER WRONG RANK (1–12)SPELLED WORD SPELLED WORD

niether neither 2nd letter 2 (earliest
“i” should be “e” mistake)

dunjeon 

absense

associatian

governer

correspondance

emphibian   

environmentul   

thesauris   

boomarang   

chlorophill

nesessary

C O M M O N LY M I S S P E L L E D
W O R D S
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Date _______________

Name _______________________________________________________________  

37

Double Check

It’s easy to think that when you work with a computer, you can’t
misspell a word as long as you use the spell-check feature. But, 
even computers make mistakes, especially when they come across 
homophones—words that sound alike but have different spellings
and meanings. Below is a list of sentences that have been spell-checked by 
a computer. Circle the incorrect homophones the computer missed. Some 
sentences have more than one. Write the correct word or words on the line.

1. The shellfish had such a strong mussel that it couldn’t be pride open with

a knife. ___________________

2. Losing the soccer championship to a team that had an inferior record last

season was a lessen in overconfidence for our team. ___________________

3. Queen Ima Badrula’s rein ended abruptly when her people decided they

wanted a new sovereign and overthrew her. ___________________

4. I felt sorry for the oxen in the field because they kept throwing their heads

back in an attempt to loosen the yolks that hung heavily around their

necks. ___________________

5. If you want to take photographs of an animal in the wild, you knead to be

absolutely stationery or else you’ll scare your subjects away.

___________________

6. Turns are beautiful birds to watch, especially when they are soaring over

the crashing surf at the beach. ___________________

7. We didn’t discover any buried treasure on the beach, but we did fined a

broken peace of medal, which we first thought was gold. _______________

8. When you complement a person on a job well done, don’t expect one in

return. ___________________

9. The steaming hot muffins were loaded with small, sweet currents, which

gave off a wonderful sent. ___________________

10. The Army Core of Engineers has worked hard to build bridges, tunnels,

and highways so Americans can travel moor easily. ___________________

I D E N T I F Y I N G  M I S S P E L L E D
H O M O P H O N E S
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Haunted Words 

Which of the words on the list below are haunted? 
Only the ones that have a ghost of some kind hiding
within them! Any word that contains all the letters of
any of the types of ghosts listed in the cast of spooky 
characters below is haunted. For each word, you may not use a letter
more than once to spell a ghost word. Don’t worry if you don’t know what
some of these words mean—you can look them up in the dictionary.

THE CAST OF SPOOKY CHARACTERS 
ghost phantom     spook spirit specter

WORD LIST SPOOKY CHARACTER FOUND INSIDE

1. Goths ______________________________

2. photojournalism ______________________________

3. triskaidekaphobia ______________________________

4. interdisciplinary ______________________________

5. sarcophagus ______________________________

6. respiration ______________________________

7. metamorphosis ______________________________

8. striping ______________________________

9. respectful ______________________________

10. photodisintegration ______________________________

11. goulash ______________________________

12. spectator ______________________________

13. thoroughness ______________________________

14. spokeswoman ______________________________

Date _______________

Name _______________________________________________________________  

60

W O R D  F U N
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Answer	Key	for	Enrichment	Resources	
	
	
The	answers	are	arranged	in	the	same	order	as	
they	appear	in	the	packet.	The	highlighted	
pages	are	the	answers	for	your	grade’s	
enrichment	activities.			
	
	
























